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Harper's Monthly Magazine
This chapter book is sure to make a splash! Find fun, funny, and TRUE stories of heroic and talented dolphins and amazing
dolphin friendships. It's perfect for budding bookworms and animal lovers alike.

Scientific American
Horrid Henry's Joke Book
A small river in a big city, the Don River Valley is often overlooked when it comes to explaining Toronto’s growth. With
Reclaiming the Don, Jennifer L. Bonnell unearths the missing story of the relationship between the river, the valley, and the
city, from the establishment of the town of York in the 1790s to the construction of the Don Valley Parkway in the 1960s.
Demonstrating how mosquito-ridden lowlands, frequent floods, and over-burdened municipal waterways shaped the city’s
development, Reclaiming the Don illuminates the impact of the valley as a physical and conceptual place on Toronto’s
development. Bonnell explains how for more than two centuries the Don has served as a source of raw materials, a sink for
wastes, and a place of refuge for people pushed to the edges of society, as well as the site of numerous improvement
schemes that have attempted to harness the river and its valley to build a prosperous metropolis. Exploring the
interrelationship between urban residents and their natural environments, she shows how successive generations of
Toronto residents have imagined the Don as an opportunity, a refuge, and an eyesore. Combining extensive research with
in-depth analysis, Reclaiming the Don will be a must-read for anyone interested in the history of Toronto’s development.
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Exploring the West
Boys' Life
Full Steam Ahead
The Adventurer
History books tell much about Lewis and Clark's expedition West. But what is less known is how far the explorers went to
ensure their entire team had an equal voice in decision-making, even though women and slaves were excluded from
democracy in the nation.

Junior High School Literature
Notes from Nature's Garden
Michael Makes Friends at School
Boys' Life is the official youth magazine for the Boy Scouts of America. Published since 1911, it contains a proven mix of
news, nature, sports, history, fiction, science, comics, and Scouting.

The New Eclectic
The Painted Scene
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Educational Film Guide
Joseph, the Jew
Engineering Mechanics
Camila Cabello was once a shy girl who was terrified of singing in public. She loved music so much that she overcame her
fears and auditioned for the popular TV show The X Factor. As part of the singing group Fifth Harmony, Cabello became
successful around the world. This talented singer wanted more. Learn how Cabello found the courage to go out on her own
and become one of the most popular performers of her time in this inspiring biography.

Making Secret Codes and Messages
Camila Cabello
Educational Film Catalog
Elizabeth Cady Stanton spoke before an eager crowd in 1948. Her demand was equal rights for women--including suffrage,
the right to vote. It took more than 70 years from that moment before all American women could vote.

Collier's
Dictionary of English Synonyms, Alphabetically Classified
The Engineer
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Fort on the Firing Line
Is that a fire-breathing monster coming down the Hudson River? Young Brenton Dixon isn't so sure. To his surprise, it's the
1907 maiden journey of Robert Fulton's steamboat from New York City to Albany.

The Mid-Pacific Magazine
Reclaiming the Don
Queensland the field for British Labour and enterprise
Puck
National Geographic Kids Chapters: My Best Friend is a Dolphin!
Monthly magazine devoted to topics of general scientific interest.

Red River
Warning: Too rude for parents and for slimy toad little brothers! These are Horrid Henry's very own jokes: the jokes that
grossed out Mom and Dad that made Aunt Ruby run home that sent Miss Battle-Axe screaming from class. Be horrid! Read
Henry's jokes. Then tell them to the world!

Steam!
Ornithologist and Oölogist
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The Ornithologist and Oölogist
American Heritage
Mechanical Engineering was the first school of engineering to be established at Purdue University in 1882. From just 120
students, the School has grown over the last 130 years to serve over 1,800 undergraduate and graduate students annually.
Originally located in Mechanics Hall, a one-story red brick building, Mechanical Engineering now has extensive facilities that
include two major satellite research laboratories, Ray W. Herrick Laboratories and Maurice J. Zucrow Laboratories, named in
honor of the first director. There are more than 30 additional instructional and research laboratories, including the Roger B.
Gatewood wing, which opened in 2011, and increased the space available to students and faculty by 44,000 square feet.
Through stories and profiles, as well as hundreds of images (in black and white and color), Full Steam Ahead tells the story
of the School of Mechanical Engineering and looks to a future where Purdue engineers are leading the world and making
advances in biotechnology, nanotechnology, robotics, design and manufacturing, and renewable energy. Distinguished
alumni included in this publication range from astronauts, like Gus Grissom and Jerry Ross, to Bob Peterson, lead writer and
co-director for the Oscar-winning animated film, Up.

Railroad Gazette
Teaches readers how to make secret codes and messages through clear steps, simple supply lists, and helpful tips and fun
facts. Everything kids need to know about being a spy (and more!) is at their fingertips with Spy Kid. From famous spies to
how to master spy techniques, this series prepares readers for top secret missions of their own. Features conversational
text, step-by-step instructions, and engaging fun facts.

Mobile, Her Trade, Commerce and Industries, 1883-4
Depicts the steam trains currently in operation on every continent, including both the locomotives themselves and the
landscapes through which they run

The Electrical Trade
Through Russia on a Mustang
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Idaho
Steam Trains of the World
The World of To-day
Suffrage Sisters
Michael is worried about making friends at his new school. But he discovers that some of the kids like the same sports and
foods as him. Meet Michael's classmates and learn how to be a great friend!
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